Farmers GroupSelectSM

PROTECT YOUR FAMILY
FROM IDENTITY THEFT

Is your identity
at risk?
Today, identity thieves are becoming
more sophisticated and daring
than ever before. Identity theft is
one of the fastest growing crimes
in America. That’s why Farmers
GroupSelect has launched a new
suite of identity protection services
that can help you, even if you only
suspect there may be a problem.

Stay ahead of identity theft
There are many ways your identity can be compromised, so we offer a wide range of identity protection services to
our auto and home customers at no additional cost.1

So much risk,
so many solutions
You may not be able to see
or hear when identity theft is
happening, but it can be just
as devastating to you as a fire
or hurricane. This quiet crime
can lead to financial issues
such as:

• Unauthorized
purchases and debt
• Damaged credit
• Tax problems
• Misused medical benefits
Our suite of services is
designed to help you protect
your identity before any of
this can happen. But, if it does,
we’ll be there to help as well.

Farmers GroupSelect was the
first insurer to offer identity
theft resolution service
to home customers at no
additional cost. Our suite
of identity protection services
is now automatically provided
at no cost to our auto and
home customers.1
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Service:

Helps You:

Financial Identity Theft Support

Regain financial stability after thieves take over existing
financial accounts or open new accounts and run up debt
in your name.

Tax Identity Theft Support

Protect your identifying information after criminals use it
to file a false return or steal your refund.

Employment Identity Theft Support

Restore your identity after criminals use your personal
information for employment, which can lead to fraudulent
tax and medical issues.

Financial Fraud Support

Clear up unauthorized activity on accounts and restore
your credit with assistance from a fraud specialist.

Relocation Risk Support

Safeguard your identity when you’re on the move. We’ll
help you make sure sensitive information travels safely
with you— and that all your providers have your new
mailing address.

Medical Identity Theft Support

Clear your medical history and benefits of fraud to help
protect your physical and nancial well-being.

Disaster Identity Support

Replace IDs and documents, access financial institutions,
and communicate with family, friends, and providers after
a natural disaster.

Email Identity Support

Thwart, detect and recover from email hacking that can
lead to fraud. Plus, we help manage your identity and
privacy in online communications.

Social Media Identity Support

Manage your reputation and the reputations of your
family members on social networks—and protect your
identities and credit.

Phish Assist

Fight phishing scams that entice you to divulge personal
data. Draw on our detection and recovery support to
stay secure.

System Protection Support

Take the proper steps before or after a personal
computing device, such as a desktop, tablet or
smartphone, is compromised.

Assisted Living Identity Support

Handle power of attorney and legal guardianship
matters as they relate to identity management and
fraud resolution.

Identity protection services are not available to auto customers in NC or NH nor with all policy forms. Identity protection services are available in NC homeowner policies with the optional “Identity
Theft Expense and Resolution Plus” endorsement for an additional premium.

Assistance whenever you need it
If you suspect that your identity may be compromised,
or even if you just want reassurance that it’s not, an
experienced team of professional identity protection
specialists is always available to assist you. The team
will help you identify problems and work with you to
resolve issues involving unauthorized use of your
name or credit.
In addition, if your identity is stolen, you will receive
one year of comprehensive credit and fraud monitoring
of over 1,000 public records databases. That includes
an initial complimentary credit report from all three
credit bureaus.
If you’re a Farmers GroupSelect policyholder and you
think your identity is at risk, call:

866-305-7216
To learn more, please visit www.cyberscout-idtheft.com

Customer satisfaction with Farmers
GroupSelect identity protection services
hit an all-time high of 100% in 2016. One
call to our identity protection specialists
can help restore your peace of mind and
let you get back to your everyday life.

Experience you can rely on
Farmers GroupSelect is one of the nation’s leading
personal lines insurance groups, insuring almost
4 million autos and homes.
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